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SYMMETRIC PAIR
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1. Introduction.

The linear isotropy representation of a Riemannian symmetric pair (G,K) is

defined as the differentialof the left action of K on GJK at the origin. Every

orbit of the linear isotropy representation of (G,K) is called an R-space associated

with {G,K), which is an important example of equivariant homogeneous Rieman-

nian submanifolds in a Euclidean sphere (See Takagi-Takahashi [2] and Takeuchi-

Kobayashi [3]).

This paper is concerned with the linear isotropy representation of a Hermitian

symmetric pair (G,K). Its restriction to the center of K defines an S1-action on

the associated i?-spaces. We determine all i?-spaces associated with Hermitian

symmetric pairs (G,K) on which the semisimple part of K acts transitively. In

particular,we know allirreducible Hermitian symmetric pairs such that each of

the associated i?-spaces has such a property. This result is utilizablefor the

classificationof orthogonal transformation groups by their cohomogeneity (See the

forthcoming paper [4] concerned with this problem in low cohomogeneity).

The authors are profoundly grateful to Professor Ryoichi Takagi for his help-

ful suggestion and criticalreading of a primary manuscript.

2. Statement of the result.

Let (G,K) be an irreducible Hermitian symmetric pair of compact type and

8 [resp. f] the Lie algebra of G [resp. K}. Then g has the canonical direct sum

decomposition:

g=f+m,

where m is the subspace of 8 satisfying

[f,tn]cm and [m, m]cf.

The tangent space of GIK at the origin can be naturally identified with m. Then
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the linear isotropy representation of (G,K) is nothing but the adjoint action Ad

of K on m.

Let Ks be the analytic subgroup of K corresponding to the semisimple part

?*=CU] of ? and 3 be the 1-dimensional center of !. We can take an element Ho

in 3 such that

(adH0＼m)2=-idm ,

because (G,K) is a Hermitian symmetric pair.

Take a maximal Abelian subalgebra Ijin I. Then I)is also a maximal Abelian

subalgebra in g and the complexification tjcof Ijis a Cartan subalgebra of qc. Let

J denote the set of all non-zero roots of Qc with respect to tjc. For each a J, de-

fine a subspace ga of qc by

fla= {X fltf;[#,X]=a(#)X for all HeW)

and choose a non-zero vector X≫e8~such that

Xa-X-ay~l(Xa+X-a)£a and ＼Xa,X-a~＼=
2

a(Ha)
Ha,

where Ha in f>cis the dual vector of a with respect to the Killing form < , > of

qc. The set of all compact [resp. noncompact] roots in A is denoted by Jc [resp.

4J:

lc=t)c+ 2 a. and mc= Z 0≪

Fix the lexicographic ordering in the dual space of the real vector space

V―llj with respect to an ordered basis

V=I#o(=ro, Y2, ■■■,Yn;m = dimR(V=W

in V―llj. Let A+ [resp. A$] denote the set of all positive roots in A [resp. J≫].

There is a direct sum decomposition of m:

m= S {R(Xa-X-a)+RV^l(Xa+X-a)}.

According to Harish-Chandra [1,§6], there exists a subset r={yu ･■･,jr) of

At such that ji±jj^A (l^ij^r) and

a=LU≪V^l(Xri+X_ri)

is a maximal Abelian subspace of m, where r is the rank of the symmetric pair

(G,K).

Consider the automorphism, so-called Cayley transformation,
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u=ex-pjad(EU(Xri-X-ri))

of the Lie algebra gc. We have u(a)cf, since

2V-1
,XV-l(X,1+^()) = ^

HT1 (l^i^r).
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Let denote the restriction of a linear form on ＼f to u{ac). The sets of all

non-zero elements in A, A+, Jc, dn, and JJ are denoted by R, R+, Rc, Rn, and R^

respectively. R is isomorphic to the restricted root system of the Hermitian

symmetric pair(G, K). By Harish-Chandra [1,§6],there are only two possibilities:

Case i) R is of type C;

i? = {±f*}U

1,.

w

Rn = {±?i}＼J

Case ii) R is of type BC;

＼

'

Rn = {±?i}U

fs)

I*

±fi±fj); ii=j＼

i+fj); i±j＼

j(±fi±fj)

fj)

I

*

li^j

＼

'

Then our result is the following:

; *>;} ul4*l

M4*l
+fi) zvyju I-

Theorem. Let M be an R-space associated with an irreducible Hermitian

symmetric pair (G,K). Then the following two conditions are equivalent.

1) The action of Ks on M is transitive.

2) The restrictedroot system R of (G,K) is of type BC or there existsa ji in

F such that ri(y(Mna)) = {0}.

In particular, Ks acts transitivelyon each of the associated R-spaces if and only if

R is of type BC.

Remark. Suppose that M is an i?-space of the highest dimension among

those associated with a given irreducible Hermician symmdtric pair (G,K), i.e.,

M is a maximum dimensional A"-orbit of the linear isotropy representation of
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(G,K). Then Mf]a contains a regular element H, which satisfies■fi(u{H))^Qfor

alli. Then the transitivety of Ks on M is equivalent to the condition that the

restricted root system R is of type BC.

3= Proof of Theorem.

Fix an Ad (G)-invariant inner product on q, which is a negative multiple of

the restrictionof the Killing form < , > of qc to g.

Let H be any fixed element of Muo and lH denote the centralizer of H in I:

ts = {Tei;[T,H]=O}- U)

The orthogonal complement of tH in ! is denoted by 1^.

Since !s is the orthogonal complement of g in f, the kernel of the orthogonal

projection p of f to 3 is equal to fs.

Since K and Ks are compact and connected, the condition 1) in Theorem is

equivalent to

dim f- dim tH=dim fs- dim (fH D f≪),

that is,

dim ＼H=1+dim (fH n f,),

which is equivalent to />(fjsr)=3,because dim 3= 1.

On the other hand, p(tH)―{0} if and only if f#cfs=3x, that is, f#D3. If we

take H^is and H2£f^ such that

H0=H1+H2, (2)

then Hi=0 is equivalent to fjjDjj.

So the condition 1) in Theorem is equivalent to i7i=£Qin the equation (2).

Therefore the following lemma completes the proof of our theorem.

Lemma. Hi^O if and only if either the restrictedroot system R of (G,K) is

of type BC or there exists a r* in F such that ri(u(H))=O.

Proof of Lemma. Let 6 be the orthogonalcomplement of y(a)=2*=1.RV―1HH

in f)=-ERV^lHa.

Put rB={ner;rMH))=0), ^= 2 R^^lHr., andajj= Z R^^IHH. Then

a^ is the orthogonalcomlement of Cu in u(a).We have an orthogonaldirectsum

decompositionof Kj:

l)=^+aH)+ah. (3)
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As the first step, we claim that the decomposition of Ho with respect to the

decomposition (3) is the same as the equation (2). In fact, fz/DO + ctn,since [u(b+ <!#),

≪(#)] = {<>} by

{ 2V-1
= -V-l(Xr.+X_r.)

y|b= idb and u(b+ a)=t).

We also have f^Da^, since <u(f#), t>(ajj)>=0 by

(l^ASr)

u(f*)cr)+ S (fl≪+fl-≪), Kaii)c: 2 (or.+0-ri).

Therefore f)r＼lH=b+aH and l)f＼ijI= aj1. In particular,

H3 =

v=i

n$rH ri(Hr{)

H
H

(4)

because we have

r(H0) = - V^T for all reAt

by the definitionof At- As a result,we obtain

As the second step, we claim that H^O in the equation (5) if and only if

either R is of type BC or rH^<j>- We may assume that H^O. Then there exists

If R is of type BC, then there is a compact root a such that

_ 1.

In this case, by the equation (4) and a(H0)=0 for all aeAc, we have

a(F1)=≪(-iJ2)=|-r(-^2)=^^0,

especially H^O.

Now suppose that R is of type C. If rH^(j>, we can take fj&rH' There ex

ists a compact root a such that

In this case, by the equation (4),

a=-2"(f-fi)
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a(tfi)= a(-ff,) =
^-tf,)

= -|-V-l=3fc0f

especially H^O. Here we have used the fact

which follows from the orthogonality of elements in /'. If rH=<f>, then

P(H1)=p(Ho)+p(-Hi)=-v'~=I+p(-Hs)=O

for all /3ezf+,by the equation (4) and i?+ =
I―

(fP + fq);l^p.q^rl

hand

a{H1)=oi-H1)=Q for all a&Ac,

On the other

by Rc=＼―(fp ―fq)',P=£q＼- So iJi=O. This completes the proof of Lemma.
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